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 Description  Description 

Inclusive PlayInclusive Play
Age Group: 2-12Age Group: 2-12
Activities: 30Activities: 30
Capacity: 144Capacity: 144
Use Zone: 84'-9" x 47'-6"Use Zone: 84'-9" x 47'-6"
Fall Height: 6'-3"Fall Height: 6'-3"

Parks and Recreation Departments, City Boards, Landscape Architects and mission focusedParks and Recreation Departments, City Boards, Landscape Architects and mission focused
not-for-profits recognize the scarcity of play spaces where everyone can participate to the bestnot-for-profits recognize the scarcity of play spaces where everyone can participate to the best
of their ability. The spirit of accessible playgrounds can often fall short of an inclusiveof their ability. The spirit of accessible playgrounds can often fall short of an inclusive
playground by only following the letter of the design standard. All inclusive playgrounds areplayground by only following the letter of the design standard. All inclusive playgrounds are
accessible, but not all accessible playgrounds are inclusive! You and not only designing for theaccessible, but not all accessible playgrounds are inclusive! You and not only designing for the
children. You must also accommodate parents and caregivers of various abilities as well.children. You must also accommodate parents and caregivers of various abilities as well.
Following some fundamental principles, an inclusive playground will ensure that everyone canFollowing some fundamental principles, an inclusive playground will ensure that everyone can
access the best play activity on the playground. Be it a spiral slide or a crazy spinner or webaccess the best play activity on the playground. Be it a spiral slide or a crazy spinner or web
climber, everyone can reach the entrance and exit points. Another element is colocation ofclimber, everyone can reach the entrance and exit points. Another element is colocation of
various kinds of the same type of activity so that someone who has limited physical abilitiesvarious kinds of the same type of activity so that someone who has limited physical abilities
can enjoy the same activity as the person close to them on a similar but different challengingcan enjoy the same activity as the person close to them on a similar but different challenging
activity. We can all play together. Inclusive playgrounds are artistically crafted with your choiceactivity. We can all play together. Inclusive playgrounds are artistically crafted with your choice
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of 5" OD galvanized steel or aluminum support posts. These, along with the steel handrails,of 5" OD galvanized steel or aluminum support posts. These, along with the steel handrails,
barriers, gates and climbers are also coated with this baked on polyester powder coat finish forbarriers, gates and climbers are also coated with this baked on polyester powder coat finish for
a lifetime of protection against the elements. The three dimensional slides, panels and climbersa lifetime of protection against the elements. The three dimensional slides, panels and climbers
are rotationally molded using virgin compounded resins that feature greater UV breakdownare rotationally molded using virgin compounded resins that feature greater UV breakdown
resistance than dry blended resins. The HDPE sheet plastic climbers and activities areresistance than dry blended resins. The HDPE sheet plastic climbers and activities are
specifically produced IN HOUSE for higher quality control.specifically produced IN HOUSE for higher quality control.
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